SEALED IO SYSTEMS

samtec.com/sealed
**SEALED I/O**

**ACCLIMATE™ SYSTEMS**

IP67 & IP68 • BAYONET/PUSH-PULL CIRCULARS • SPACE-SAVING RECTANGULARS

---

**FLEXIBLE SEALED CIRCULAR SYSTEMS**

- Metal or plastic, 12 mm, 16 mm and 22 mm shells
- Flexible pin configuration, gender and panel interface termination
- Bayonet-style latching systems meet IP68 requirements
- Cost-effective crimp version available
- Mini push-pull latching system meets IP67 requirements for dust and waterproof sealing

---

Kitted components for efficient field assembly
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SEaled Rectangulars

- Space saving design
- Meets IP68 requirements
- USB and Ethernet signal systems
- Rugged dust caps available
- 1 or 2-port vertical and right-angle panel mount sockets

Threaded Circulars

- Meets IP68 requirements for dust and waterproof sealing
- Rugged overmold design
- USB and Ethernet signal systems
- 17 shell size
- Rugged dust caps and panel-to-board termination available
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